Motor transfer from the corticospinal to the corticobulbar pathway.
There are multiple descending neural pathways, including the corticospinal pathway (CS) and the corticobulbar pathway (CB). The corticospinal pathway has been shown to exhibit within-pathway (CS-to-CS) motor transfer. However, motor transfer across each pathway (CS-to-CB or CB-to-CS) has yet to be studied in depth. The aim of the present study was to examine the effects of cross-pathway motor transfer between the ankle (CS) and tongue (CB) after training with a ballistic goal-directed motor task. Twelve healthy participants were recruited for this two-day experimental study. Six participants performed a ballistic goal-directed task with their ankle on Day 1 (ankle dorsiflexion), then tongue on Day 2 (elevate tongue against IOPI). The other 6 participants performed the same task with their tongue on Day 1, then ankle on Day 2. Both the ankle and tongue tasks (50 trials each) required matching force and time to a visual target. Our findings indicate that participants who underwent ankle training on Day 1 exhibited decreased tongue force error on Day 2 compared with participants who completed the tongue training on Day 1, with no prior ankle training (p = 0.02) (i.e. greater accuracy). This finding suggests that cross-pathway transfer from the corticospinal pathway to the corticobulbar pathway occurred with respect to force error. In other words, training of the ankle (CS) translated to improved training performance of the tongue (CB) through a reduction in force error. However, the reverse was not true - training the tongue did not elicit improved performance of the ankle. Nonetheless, if training with the corticospinal pathway can lead to improved corticobulbar pathway functioning, incorporating multi-pathway rehabilitation techniques might be valuable for clinicians across medical disciplines.